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Abstract

Designing effective presentations of technical information is extremely difficult and time-consuming. Moreover, the combination of increasing task complexity and declining job skills makes the need for high-quality technical presentations especially urgent. We believe that this need can ultimately be met through the development of knowledge-based graphical interfaces that can design and present technical information. Since much material is most naturally communicated through pictures, our work has stressed the importance of well-designed graphics, concentrating on generating pictures and laying out displays containing them.

We describe APEX, a testbed picture generation system that creates sequences of pictures that depict the performance of simple actions in a world of 3D objects. Our system supports rules for determining automatically the objects to be shown in a picture, the style and level of detail with which they should be rendered, the method by which the action itself should be indicated, and the picture’s camera specification. We then describe work on GRIDS, an experimental display layout system that addresses some of the problems in designing displays containing these pictures, determining the position and size of the material to be presented.
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1. Introduction

Technical information design and delivery systems based on paper and microfilm are gradually being replaced by computer-based systems. Conventional approaches to designing the user interfaces to these new systems and the information that they manage typically rely on handcrafted dialogues and parameterized displays. As a consequence, they are expensive and time-consuming to produce, much like the older systems that they replace.

1.1. Editor-Based Design

Editor-based systems have shown some dramatic results in allowing users, both programmers and nonprogrammers, to design certain kinds of interfaces in less time than it would take using conventional methods. In addition to increasing design throughput, editor-based systems can also increase design quality by encouraging successive refinement. If some part of the initial design is deemed inadequate it may be relatively easy to modify it.

IGD (Interactive Graphical Documents) [FEIN82; FEIN88a] is an early example of an experimental editor-based interface design system. Its users create interactive graphical hypermedia presentations that are designed and presented on a high-resolution color monitor. Pictures and typeset text are created with one editor and incorporated into a presentation with another. A display from a sonar maintenance and repair manual created with IGD is shown in Figure 1. This display, as well as the rest of the manual, was designed by a team of authors and illustrators who used the system’s graphical editors, rather than a programming language. The same graphical editor that is used to specify the visual appearance of the display is also used to determine the display’s interactive capabilities. For example, the designer can graphically select objects and make them into buttons that when touched cause actions to be performed, such as jumping to a new display. The editor provides a display of the manual’s structure that allows users to both build and view interconnections between all of the displays.

1.2. Problems with Editor-Based Design

Our experience, and that of users of commercial systems like Hypercard, have shown that systems of this sort are powerful tools for trying out interface ideas. Unfortunately, there are...
2. Automating Picture Generation

Our work in picture generation has resulted in the creation of a testbed system, described here, that creates sequences of pictures that depict the performance of simple actions in a world of 3D objects [FEIN85]. APEX (Automated Pictorial Explanations) is designed to mediate between an AI problem solver and conventional graphics software, as shown in Figure 2. The problem solver has expertise about a maintenance and repair domain and can develop a plan for fixing a piece of broken equipment that involves rigid body transformations (translation and rotation) of its parts. The graphics software is capable of drawing pictures of scenes whose contents and camera specification are explicitly described to it.

APEX takes as input the same information about the objects in the world and what the user knows about them that is provided to the problem solver, as well as the plan for the actions to be performed on the objects that is determined by the problem solver. APEX produces as output the specifications for a set of pictures to be generated by the graphics software that can be used to explain these actions to the repair person.

Rather than simply passing the entire existing environment of objects along with a camera specification to the graphics software, APEX instead builds a new environment. The goal is to create an environment whose picture will be more effective at communicating desired information than a picture of the original environment. Although the new environment is based on the original environment, objects may be selectively included, excluded, or even created from scratch. For example, an object may be left out if it is not related to the task to be illustrated, resulting in a simpler, less cluttered picture.

APEX supports rules for determining automatically the objects to be added to the new environment, the style and level of detail with which they should be rendered, the method by which the action itself should be indicated, and the picture’s camera specification. We refer to this process of building a new environment to create a more effective picture as depiction [FEIN87].

2.1. Depicting Objects

APEX starts with an initially empty environment and adds the following kinds of objects, which it selects by processing the objects in the original environment.

![Figure 2. APEX converts the problem solver’s plan into specifications of pictures to be drawn by the graphics software.](image-url)
Frame objects. Each of APEX's pictures is designed to show a particular action being performed. The empty picture crystallizes around a small set of objects that directly participate in the action. We call these the picture's frame objects since they are specified by the action frame [MINS75] being depicted.

Context objects. Next, APEX adds objects that will provide context for those objects that are already included. The objects in APEX's world form a hierarchy. Context objects are selected by traveling up the hierarchy starting with each object that was originally included in the picture. Objects encountered are added to the picture up until the first object with which the user is already familiar.

Landmark objects. Although the context objects are helpful, they are often not sufficient to help locate the frame objects and may themselves be difficult to recognize. Therefore, APEX's picture-making strategy searches for landmark objects that could serve as a reference in locating those objects that have been included in the picture thus far. It does this by examining the objects that are near the important objects and selecting those that have significantly different appearance as determined by their shape, size, or the material from which they are made.

Similar objects. APEX searches the environment for nearby objects that are similar in appearance to those already included. These are added to the picture to help eliminate the chance that the viewer will confuse them with the objects included so far.

Supplementary objects. Additional objects are added in order to assure that the picture looks correct. For example, objects that physically support objects that are already in the picture are added so that the supported objects don't seem to be floating unsupported.

Meta-objects. In order to show the action being performed in a picture and to help distinguish the objects affected, APEX creates additional objects that are added to the picture. These meta-objects are arrows that are used to show translational and rotational motion. At the same time, the position of the arrow also indicates the object being moved.

2.2. Depicting Properties

When APEX adds an object to the picture it also determines several properties: camera specification, rendering style, and level of detail.

Camera specification. The picture's camera specification is modified for each added object to determine how much of the object should be visible. APEX's rules force frame objects, context objects, landmarks, similar objects, and meta-objects to be entirely visible. Supplementary objects, on the other hand, either cause no change in the camera specifications or may cause relatively small changes to enable some portion of them to be visible.

Rendering style. APEX selects the rendering style used for each object. Currently only two styles are employed. The first, the "regular" rendering style, causes objects to be depicted with their actual material properties. This is used for frame objects, context objects, and meta-objects. A "subdued" rendering style is assigned to all other objects that are added to the picture to indicate that they are less important. APEX currently realizes a subdued style by blending the object's material properties (which determine its rendered color) with the properties of its parent.

Level of detail. APEX determines the level of detail to be used in rendering an object. Only enough detail is used to disambiguate an object from others that are similar in appearance to it. Much work on APEX was devoted to developing a method for determining automatically physical approximations of objects that could be used to depict them at different levels of detail.

Figure 3 shows a picture designed by APEX to show the viewer that they are to open the drawer of the center equipment cabinet by pulling on its middle handle. The cabinet itself was included to serve as context for the drawer that is part of it. The small cabinet on the wall was added as a landmark and the floor was included as a supplementary (supporting) object. The large cabinets on both sides were added because of their similarity to the center cabinet, while the top and bottom handles were included because of their similarity to the middle handle. Just enough detail was used in depicting objects to disambiguate them from those objects that were decided to be similar to them. A meta-object arrow shows that the drawer is to be pulled out.

Depiction is a general concept whose application is not limited to making pictures of 3D environments. In other work, we have applied it to the creation of editable graphical histories for user interfaces. We have designed a graphical editor that displays a pictorial "comic strip" history of the user's interactions [KURL88]. Each "panel" of the history is created using rules similar to those used by APEX to determine automatically the objects to include and how they should be rendered. Unlike APEX, multiple actions are compacted into a single panel when appropriate. The user can interact graphically with the history to review their session and to undo, modify, and redo past actions.
3. Automating Display Layout

In order to create a coherent and effective presentation, not only must pictures (and text) be created, but they must be combined together on the display in a process known as display layout. Our current work in display layout treats some of the problems in determining the position and size of material that is to be presented to the user. We have developed a testbed system called GRIDS (GRaphical Interface Design System), which lays out displays containing pictures and text, determining the size and position of the parts from which they are composed [FEIN88c].

GRIDS takes as input information about the objects to be displayed, the user, and the display hardware. It uses this to determine a layout that will be applied to each screenful of objects. Its approach is based on the idea of grid-based layout developed by graphic designers [HURL78; MULL81]. A design grid, consisting of proportionally-spaced horizontal and vertical lines, is imposed on the space to be laid out. The lines describe a set of rectangular grid fields. The fields are separated vertically and horizontally by equal-sized spaces and the array of fields is surrounded on all four sides by margins. Objects are sized and positioned on the grid in such a way that they are aligned with the grid lines. Thus each object is positioned in a part of the grid that is an integral number of fields in height and width.

3.1. Designing a Layout

Our system generates a grid and determines how objects will be placed using it. Its approach is briefly reviewed here and described in more detail in [FEIN88c]. First a grid is created, based on input information about the material to be laid out, the display, and the user. For example, the user's distance from the display constrains the sizes of the fonts and pictures that can be used, while the size and aspect ratio of the physical display constrain both the size and relative position of the objects to be laid out. These in turn help determine the size of the grid's fields, margins, and inter-field spaces.

Next, the grid that the system produces is used in conjunction with input information about the objects to be laid out to generate a prototype display layout. An important part of this input information is a grammar that describes the kinds of objects that will be included in the actual displays. The actual objects that will be presented in a particular display are instances of the general classes of objects that are the grammar's terminals. The system currently supports pictures, body text blocks, and headings. These objects are further specialized by designating limits on their expected size and content. The grammar also specifies grouping relationships among these objects. For example, the grammar may specify that displays can contain pictures that are each related to a block of text that serves as its caption. Finally, the prototype display layout is used to determine how to lay out input instances of the objects described by the display grammar to form the actual displays.

The GRIDS testbed is implemented in OPS5 [FORG81] and generates output in PostScript [ADOB85]. Figure 4 shows an example of a layout designed by GRIDS, with and without the grid used to generate it.

By generating a grid first and using it to produce multiple layouts, we gain one of the important advantages of grid-based design: consistency [MULL81]. Each display to be laid out is not optimized as an individual design problem, but bears a visual relationship to the other displays. Not only do we gain efficiency in not having to redesign each display afresh, but the use of a common layout format visually enforces the relationship between the displays. The limited selection of sizes and positions used within a single display also helps establish intra-display consistency.

4. Conclusions

We have described work in two aspects of automatically generating presentations of technical information. APEX creates sequences of explanatory pictures, while GRIDS designs and lays out displays containing separately created pictures and text. An important underlying theme of both
systems is to ensure a consistent presentation, a common set of design rules should be provided or generated first, and then used to create individual pictures and displays.

The projects described here are partial, testbed implementations of a general conceptual architecture for generating both layout and information content automatically [FEIN88b]. Much work remains to be done to eventually implementations of a general conceptual architecture for the projects described here are partial, testbed systems is that to ensure a consistent presentation, a common set of design rules should be provided or generated first, and then used to create individual pictures and displays.

The projects described here are partial, testbed implementations of a general conceptual architecture for generating both layout and information content automatically [FEIN88b]. Much work remains to be done to eventually implement a general conceptual architecture for
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